exponentially distributed, so that the standard deviation of the lifetimes is equal to the mean resulting in a coefficient of variation equal to one. 
Introduction for behavioral sensitivity. Furthermore, the mechanisms responsible for reproducibility are not agreed upon We all share the qualitative impression that our sensory systems are precise. Indeed, in a number of instances, (Rieke and Baylor, 1998b; Whitlock and Lamb, 1999 ).
Here we measure variability in the single photon resensory performance approaches or reaches fundamental limits set by the physical nature of the sensory sponses of primate and guinea pig rods and investigate how the variability is regulated. We find that the areas inputs themselves (reviewed by Bialek, 1987 (Rh*) from repeated presentations of a fixed-strength sponses and a scaled version of the average response (see Experimental Procedures). The peak in the histoflash. Below we describe the isolation procedure and the characteristics of the variability.
gram centered on an amplitude of zero corresponds to the trials in which the cell failed to respond ("failures").
Sources of Variability in the Rod Responses to a Repeated Flash
The width of this peak is dominated by the cell's continuous dark noise (Baylor et al., 1980 (Baylor et al., , 1984 . The peak Both primate and guinea pig rods generated quantized responses to a repeated flash. Figure 1A shows a seccentered around 2 pA corresponds to the rod's single photon response ("singles"). The width of this peak intion of current record from a primate rod stimulated with flashes producing on average 0.5 Rh*. Several sources cludes contributions from variability in the single photon response as well as dark noise. contributed to trial-to-trial variability in the rod responses. The dominant source was Poisson fluctuations To measure the variability attributable to the single photon response itself, we isolated singles and failures in the number of absorbed photons (Baylor et al., 1979b) . Response variability also contained contributions from from histograms like that in Figure 1B . Bias in the isolation procedure will cause systematic overestimates or two cellular noise sources: continuous fluctuations in the baseline current (Baylor et al., 1980) and variations underestimates of the response variability. Below we describe the isolation procedure and the controls used in the single photon response (Baylor et al., 1979b; Rieke and Baylor, 1998b; Whitlock and Lamb, 1999) . Instruto check for potential bias.
Isolation of Single Photon Responses mental noise made a negligible contribution to the variability (see Experimental Procedures).
We separated single photon responses from failures and multiphoton responses by fitting the amplitude histoWe separated each contribution to the trial-to-trial response fluctuations by constructing histograms of the grams according to Equation 1 (smooth curve in Figure  1B ; see Experimental Procedures for details). The fits response amplitudes, as in Figure 1B . Amplitudes were measured from the correlation between individual reprovided an estimate of the mean and standard devia-tion of the single photon response amplitude and the failures on flash strength provided a bound on the extent of contamination. Figure 1E summarizes measures of standard deviation of the noise in darkness. We used these parameters to identify responses that contributed the average failure and single amplitude as a function of flash strength from eight primate and nine guinea pig to the failures and singles peaks in the histograms. For example, in Figure 1B , responses with amplitudes less rods. Contamination would cause the amplitude of the singles or failures to increase with flash strength as than 1.1 pA were identified as failures and responses with amplitudes between 1.1 and 3.4 pA were identified fewer failures and more multiphoton responses occur. Thus contamination would produce a positive slope in as singles (dotted lines). Each cell was stimulated with flashes of 3-4 strengths and the same criteria were used the relation between amplitude and flash strength. Results from each cell were fit separately; the average to isolate singles and failures across flash strengths.
The isolation procedure described above could fail in slope of the best-fit line through the measured amplitudes was 0.008 Ϯ 0.015 (mean Ϯ SD) for the singles two ways: (1) systematic bias, e.g., due to thresholds too close together, could cause the identified singles and 0.005 Ϯ 0.009 for the failures. This lack of dependence on flash strength indicated that 90%-95% of the to represent a small subset of the true single photon responses; or, (2) the identified singles could be contamidentified responses were true single photon responses, with contamination from Ͻ5% failures and Ͻ5% inated with failures or multiphoton responses. Similar errors could occur in identification of failures. The pamultiphoton responses (see Experimental Procedures). The measures of response variability described below rameters of the histogram fits suggested these errors were small (see Experimental Procedures). We verified were relatively insensitive to this level of contamination (see Experimental Procedures). this using two tests based directly on the isolated responses, as described below. These tests provided a
Variability of Single Photon Responses
The analyses of Figures 1C-1E identified a set of rods basis for identifying rods (8 of 10 from primate and 9 of 19 from guinea pig) in which singles and failures could be in which singles and failures could be isolated reliably. We used the isolated responses from these cells to isolated reliably; subsequent analysis used only these cells. The excluded rods generated single photon reseparate variability in the single photon response itself from that due to dark noise. We were particularly intersponses too small to be separated reliably from dark noise.
ested in the total response variability and how this variability evolved over time, as these measures constrained We first verified that the number of identified singles and failures agreed with expectations from the Poisson the underlying mechanisms. To pool data from several rods, we normalized the discs. Cyclic GMP is a diffusible messenger that relays the activity on the disc to the outer segment membrane responses of each cell by the amplitude and time-topeak of the cell's mean single photon response. We then where cGMP-gated channels reside. Thus, rhodopsin activation leads to a closure of cGMP-gated channels averaged the mean and variance across cells. Figure 2D plots the square of the mean and the variance of the and a decrease in current. Response fluctuations produced by activation products of rhodopsin are expected normalized responses from eight primate and nine guinea pig rods. In rods of both types, the variance of to be small because many copies of these molecules contribute to the response. the single photon response takes 1.8 to 1.9 times as long as the mean to peak. The variance also has a broader If the amplifying steps in the transduction cascade operate linearly, the single photon responses will be fully temporal width than the response itself. The time course of the variance relative to the mean provides a second sensitive to variations in rhodopsin's catalytic activity. Alternatively, saturation-e.g., local depletion of transconstraint on models for how the response is regulated. ducin or PDE on the outer segment disc, or closure of most or all of the cGMP-gated channels in a local region Mechanisms Limiting Variability in the Single Photon Response of the outer segment-could reduce the sensitivity of the response to variations in rhodopsin's activity. Below Reproducibility could arise either because variations in rhodopsin's activity are small or because the transducwe test each possibility. 
Local Depletion of cGMP or Open our calibrations suggest (see Experimental Procedures). Thus, we turned to other possible explanations for reprocGMP-Gated Channels
If the single photon response significantly depleted ducibility.
Other Models: Feedback, Depletion of Transducin cGMP or open cGMP-gated channels near the site of photon absorption, the response to two absorbed phoor PDE, and Multistep Shutoff The experiments described above indicate that the low tons falling in the same region of the outer segment should be less than twice the single photon response.
variability of the single photon response is caused by events on the membrane disc rather than the machinery To test for such a saturation, we delivered dim flashes that either illuminated the entire outer segment or were coupling the disc to the membrane current. Insensitivity of the activity on the disc to variations in rhodopsin's restricted to a narrow transverse strip. Since the single photon response decreased the outer segment current activity could occur through depletion of transducin or PDE ( Figure 4A ). Alternatively, variability in rhodopsin's by about 5%, the response affected at least a 1.25 m wide region of the ‫52ف‬ m long outer segment. Our activity could be small due to feedback ( Figure 4B ) or to shutoff through a series of steps ( Figure 4C ). Each of spatially restricted stimuli fell on a 1-2 m wide region of the outer segment (see Experimental Procedures).
these possibilities defines a class of models. We identified the particular model of each class that best captured Since this region contained about 40 internal discs, these experiments tested the sensitivity of the memthe measured magnitude and time course of the response variability. Multistep shutoff of rhodopsin's acbrane current to local activity of multiple discs rather than saturation of the reactions occurring on a single tivity was the single mechanism most consistent with experiment. We consider combinations of mechanisms disc. While rhodopsin was active, the available transducin or PDE was gradually depleted. This caused the effective show average results from ten guinea pig rods. Responses to both uniform and local illumination summed catalytic activity-the rate at which rhodopsin activated transducin and PDE-to decline exponentially with time nearly linearly up to 3 Rh*. Furthermore, the response per Rh* was essentially identical for the two stimuli (the following photon absorption. The lowered effective catalytic activity decreased the sensitivity of the responses straight lines in Figures 3C and 3D are the same). Primate rods also responded similarly to spatially restricted and to variations in rhodopsin's lifetime because amplification was low by the time rhodopsin shut off. A simulated uniform dim flashes (seven cells; data not shown).
The results of Figure 3 indicate that signals produced single photon response was produced by passing the effective catalytic activity through a deterministic filter by multiple photons absorbed within a 1-2 m wide region of the outer segment did not interact strongly.
representing the action of the transduction cascade (see Experimental Procedures). Trial-to-trial response variThus, depletion of cGMP or cGMP-gated channels did not significantly affect the single photon response. This ability in this model was determined by the rate of decline in effective catalytic activity, with a large rate of conclusion held even if the spatially restricted stimuli illuminated a larger region of the outer segment than decline causing less variability. The second class of models we considered was conIn the third class of models, rhodopsin shutoff was described by a series of n steps or transitions (Figure trol of rhodopsin shutoff by feedback from a downstream activation product of rhodopsin ( Figure 4B ). The 4C), each of which produced the same decrease in activity. The largest reduction in variability was obtained time course of the activity of a single rhodopsin molecule was generated from a stochastic model in which the when each step controlled the same fraction of rhodopsin's cumulative activity. To achieve this, the transition rhodopsin shutoff rate was subject to feedback signal x that accumulated linearly in time and acted with a rates between steps were scaled so that the first transition had a rate constant of n␣, the second (nϪ1)␣, and so cooperativity h. This feedback caused the shutoff rate, ␣, to increase as t Figure 4D plots the time-to-peak of shut off in a narrow time window near the peak of the response. Hence the variance in this model peaked earthe variance against the variability of the response area. Figure 4E plots the width of the variance against the lier and more sharply than measured. The saturation model suffered a similar problem. The decline in rhodopvariability of the response area. Each model was able to reduce the variability in response area to measured sin's effective catalytic activity due to transducin or PDE depletion had to occur relatively early in the response levels. However, only the multistep shutoff model was able to do so while also capturing the time-to-peak and to reduce the variance to the measured levels; this rapid onset of saturation caused the variance to peak earlier width of the variance. 
Dependent Variance
The feature that distinguishes multistep shutoff from Our investigation of how reproducibility is achieved difsaturation and feedback is that it allows the response to fers in one essential way from previous work: the time begin to recover before variations in rhodopsin's activity course of the variance in the single photon response have reached a peak. This allows multistep shutoff to is used to constrain possible mechanisms. The salient capture both features observed in the data, a broad property of the variance is that it peaks much later than time-dependent variance and a late peak. Saturation the mean response and is spread over a considerable reduces the gain of transduction when the duration of time period. Feedback, saturation, and multistep shutoff rhodopsin's activity significantly exceeds the average. all decreased the variability, but multistep shutoff was
This eliminates large, slow responses but causes the the only single mechanism that captured the shape of peak in the variance to occur far earlier than observed. the time-dependent variance. This observation generalized to BAPTA-loaded conditions, as the change in the Feedback reduces the variance to the observed levels only if rhodopsin is forced to shut off in a narrow time had to use a less direct estimate of the response variability. Thus, it is possible that each phosphorylation site window. This makes the variance peak earlier and have a smaller width than observed. helps reduce variability.
Can Combinations of the Different Models Molecular Constraints Imposed Account for the Observed Variability?
by Reproducibility The single model that agreed most closely with experiSeveral conditions must be met for a multistep shutoff ment was shutoff of rhodopsin through 12-14 steps.
process to be effective in reducing variability. First, each Attributing reproducibility to a single mechanism, howstep should control a similar fraction of the molecule's ever, may be too simplistic. Thus we investigated total catalytic activity. If one step were to control most whether the number of steps could be reduced by comof the activity, variability in that step would limit reprobining different mechanisms.
ducibility. This condition can be met if shutoff involves Combining feedback with multistep shutoff failed to n independent and equally probable events that can reduce the number of necessary steps. A single feedoccur in any order, and each event produces the same back signal regulating a collection of shutoff steps could decrease in activity. Upon activation of the molecule, n optimize the transition rates from one step to the next, possible events can lead to a lower activity state, creatsuch that each step controls an equivalent fraction of ing a rate constant n times that of the single event. rhodopsin's cumulative activity. This equal partitioning After each transition, the number of available events of the cumulative activity among steps produces the decreases, causing the rate constant to slow. largest reduction in response fluctuations for a given
The second condition for multistep shutoff to be effecnumber of steps. However, these transition rates were tive is that the steps have a much larger forward than already set to minimize variability in our multistep model, reverse rate constant. Reverse transitions will introduce and hence feedback conferred no additional benefit. additional variability in the shutoff process and hence Combining saturation and multistep shutoff, however, require more steps to achieve the same degree of reprocould reduce the number of necessary steps. through the points in Figure 1E . These values of D and A and the Spatially restricted stimuli were delivered through an adjustable thresholds used to identify responses produce about 10% contamislit (Cairn Research Ltd., Kent, UK) and focused on the cell through nation of the isolated singles and omission of 10% of the actual a 60ϫ microscope objective (Nikon, Kanagawa, Japan; 0.95 NA). The single photon responses. This provided an upper bound to the errors nominal width of the slit was Ͻ1 m. Broadening due to diffraction in in isolation. the optics was estimated by imaging a small fluorescent bead (30 The thresholds used to identify singles represent a compromise nm; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) through the same objective between minimizing contamination and omitting single photon reused to deliver local illumination. The image of a bead inside a sponses. To estimate how much the omitted responses might affect suction electrode had a full width at half maximum of ‫5.0ف‬ m. This the estimated response variability, we altered the thresholds to inindicated that light delivered through the slit was restricted to a Ͻ2 crease contamination while decreasing the number of omitted rem region of the outer segment. Although this calibration procedure sponses. When the thresholds were positioned such that at most could have underestimated the width of the illuminated region, our 5% of the singles were omitted, the coefficient of variation of the conclusions from these experiments were not changed by moderate response areas increased by 15%. Furthermore, the late time-toincreases in the width of illumination. Each absorbed photon will peak and broad temporal width of the time-dependent variance still spread to a region of the outer segment at least 1.25 m wide, with held and multistep shutoff still provided the best explanation of the complete saturation occurring for the minimum spatial spread. In response fluctuations. Thus our conclusions were relatively insensithe case of complete saturation, the near-linear scaling of responses tive to changes in the criteria used to isolate responses. to 1-3 photons in Figure 3C could be explained only if the illuminated Phototransduction Cascade Model region was Ͼ6 m wide. Thus the response linearity indicated a lack
We tested three classes of models for how the single photon reof local saturation rather than spatial spread of the local illumination. sponse is regulated. Each consisted of a stochastic model of rhodopsin's activity followed by a deterministic model for the remainder of the transduction cascade. The action of the transduction cascade Data Analysis Fits to Histograms of Response Amplitudes was approximated as a linear filter applied to the time course of rhodopsin's activity ( Figure 9B ). The amplitudes of responses to a repeated dim flash (e.g., Figure  1B) were measured from the correlation between individual reWe assumed that rhodopsin's activity, on average, decayed exponentially with a 200 ms time constant. The rate constants describing sponses and the normalized average response. This procedure rejects noise except that with temporal characteristics like the single rhodopsin's effective catalytic activity in each model ( Figures 4A-4C and associated text) were adjusted accordingly. This slow decay of photon response. The correlation was measured over the initial 250-300 ms of the response, which includes the rising phase and rhodopsin's activity is required if variations in rhodopsin's activity are to explain the increase in response variability during the repeak but not the recovery. Restricting the amplitude estimates to this time window provided the cleanest separation of single photon sponse recovery (Figure 2) . A much faster decay of rhodopsin's activity (Ͻ150 ms) caused the responses to vary in amplitude but responses and failures.
